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"A fourth grader
fights back when
From the Mixed-Up
Files of Mrs. Basil E.
Frankweiler by E. L.
Konigsburg is
challenged by a
well-meaning parent
and taken o� the
shelves of her school
library. Amy Anne is
shy and soft-spoken,
but don't mess with
her when it comes to
her favorite book in
the whole world. Amy
Anne and her
lieutenants wage a
battle for the books
that will make you
laugh and pump your
fists as they start a
secret banned books
locker library, make
up ridiculous
reasons to ban every
single book in the
library to make a
point, and take a
stand against
censorship"--Publishe
r's website.

"Jim Panzee is out for
his usual Wednesday
walk when he
accidentally squishes
his stress orange into
orange juice. He and
his friends must
cross the jungle
before all of the fresh
oranges are gone"

Karen's best friend
Hannie just got an
adorable new kitten.
Their neighbor
Amanda has a cat,
too, and Karen has
grumpy old Boo-Boo.
Now that they all
have cats, Karen
comes up with a
great idea. She wants
to start a Kittycat
Club!

For fans of Amulet
and middle grade
readers who love
sweeping worlds like
Star Wars, the first
book of the Lightfall
series introduces Bea
and Cad, two unlikely
friends who get
swept up in an epic
quest to save their
world from falling
into eternal
darkness.



Ali Cross is back in
the gripping sequel
to Ali Cross, the
best-selling mystery
that introduced
readers to detective
Alex Cross' son. In
Ali's toughest case
ever, his friend Zoe is
in trouble after Ali
and his friends
witnessed a crime in
Anacostia Park, and
it's up to Ali to figure
out why Zoe is lying
to the police-and
who she's protecting.

With Linked, Gordon
Korman, the author
of the acclaimed
novel Restart, poses
a mystery for all
readers where the
who did it? isn't
nearly as important
as the why?

During their latest
mission. traveling to
their classmates'
home planets, Jide,
Petra, and the other
students prank each
other, perform at an
open mic night, and
play a game of
brgbllbll.

"Omar and his
younger brother
Hassan live in a
refugee camp, and
when an opportunity
for Omar to get an
education comes
along, he must
decide between
going to school every
day or caring for his
nonverbal brother in
this intimate and
touching portrayal of
family and daily life
in a refugee camp"

"Babymouse becomes
a influencer after she
tries out a new
whisker style and
posts a tutorial
online"


